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Good afternoon and we lcome to the B  

Investor Call. The Board  

the second  quarter fura n  

ofBorosil Re 

cial year ‘21y 

newables approved the Com pany’s financial results for 

esterday. Our results and an updated presentation have 

then. 

Borosi l  Renewables Limited 
October 20, 2020 

Moderator: 

Abhishek Puri:  

P.K. Kheruka: 

Ladies and gentlemen good day and welcome to the Q2  FY21 Earnings Conference Call of 

Borosil Renewables Limited hosted by Axis Capital L imited. As a reminder all participant 

lines will be in the listen-only mode and  there will be an opportunity for you to ask questions 

after the presentation concludes. Should  you need assistance during the conference call, please 

signal an operator by pressing ‘*’ then ‘ 0’ on your touchtone phone. Please note that  this 

conference is being reco rded. I now hand the conferen ce over to Mr. Abhishek Puri from Axis 

Capital Limited. Thank you and over to  you sir.  

Thanks a lot Rutuja. Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. On be half of Axis Capital, I’m 

pleased 
 

to welcome you all for the  Borosil Renewables Limited Q2 FY 2 1  Earnings 

Conference Call. Today  we have with us the man agement team represented b y  Mr. P.K. 

Kheruka, who is the Chairman, Mr. Ashok Jain – Whole-time Director and Mr. Sunil Roongta, 

who is the CFO. So we will first begi n  with the opening remarks from Mr. Kheruka for the 

operational highlights and key updates for the sector. This will be followed by  the Q&A 

session. With that I handover the floor to Mr. Kheruka. Over to you S ir. 

The Second Quarter Financial Year ‘ 21 was the first full quarte r  during which 
 

both our 

furnaces have been able to function uninterrupted. Pr oduction during  the quarter was at about 

91% of installed capacity. We have been able to ach ieve almost the  same level of  ex-factory 

price as in  the first quarter FY21 as well as second quarter FY20 despite selling double the 

volume compared to the se quarters and the drop in the import prices during May to July, 2020. 

Borosil Renewables achieved its highe st ever sales of Rs. 114 crores during the qu arter, nearly 

doubling the sales achieved during second quart er financial year ‘20. We service the 

requirements of utility s c  ale ground solar, solar photovoltaic module as well as smaller off-grid 

module manufacturers i n  India as well as customers in the export ma rket. 

During the quarter sales of thinner glass, less than 3.2 mm thickness were about 24 %  of overall 

sales. Both the company ’s furnaces have been in full operation since the last qu arter of the 

previous financial year .  That quarter had seen higher sales of INR 94.26 crores and an 

EBITDA margin of 22. 5%. The lockdown at quarter  end had prevented the company from 

achieving  even higher performance during that quarter. The first quarter of the financial year 

‘21 was disrupted with the lockdown restrictions for cing production  and sales to run at sub-

optimal levels and we could achieve a  reduced margin of 18.6%. A  strong showing by the 

company ’ s team during the current quarter has allowe d  an uninterrupted run of production and 

sales thus clocking a much-improved EBITDA margin  of 28.4% during the second  quarter of 

financial year ‘21. Besides improve d  operations during the entire quarter, c ertain cost 

orosil Renewables Second Q uarter Financial Year ‘21 

been sent to the stock exchanges and have also been uploaded on the Company’s website. We 

had interacted about two months ago after our first quarter financial year ‘ 21 Results 

announcements and I shall try and cover the key developments since 
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optimization initiatives also contribu ted to improved EBITDA margins. These  included 

savings on account of reduced rates of raw material and power a nd further optimization in 

packing material. During  the quarter there was also a  credit of electricity duty pertaining to 

earlier quarters. 

During the second quarter financial year 

of Rs. 19 . 8 crores as against a loss of Rs  

year and a  loss of 2.4 crores in the first 

quarter was Rs 14.1 crores. 

‘21, Borosil Renewables tu rned in a profit  before tax 

. 2.8 crores in  the second q uarter of the last financial 

quarter of this financial year. Profit after tax during the 

Over the last few quarte rs, we have discussed the significant market potential we s ee for solar 

a sole manufacturer of solar glass in India we are well-pos itioned to be able to get a 

of the fast-growing market. The current installed capacity gives us the  ability to 

120 crores at current prices. The second quarter of the 

our ability to on an EBITDA  

glass. As 

fair share  

achieve quarterly net sal  

current financial year i s  testament to margin in the high 20s 

despite the unfair price competition from imports of solar glass currently from Malaysia and 

China. Over the years, we have built the capacity to produce tempered solar glass at globally 

competitive cost. Subsidies in cost of land, power and  

our Chinese and Malaysian competitors is something 

authoritie  s to take cognizance of and to 

e of about INR  

fuel, finance and taxes etc. available to 

that we cann ot control and it  is for our 

prevent dumping and unfair pricing. 

Apart from  

glass of v  e 

m  globally co 

ry high qual i  

m 

t 

duce solar 

customers. 

Borosil gl  

enhanced 

for solar  

constant  

installation  

the confi  

range of p  

p 

in 

d 

h 

ass is engine 

mechanical str en  

e 

hotovoltaic a n  

novation, we 

s in the airp o  

ence to offer 

tion cost, Bo  

to reduce to  

r 

ta 

life with low  er potentially 

gth. Borosil’ 
 

s fully tempered 
 

2 mm glass o  

d BIPV install  a 

have also de  v eloped anti-gl  

estment in c  

products to  

a 

m 

ovated to pro  

 for our 

induced degr  

ffers a proper 

alue-added 

hich has a  

 over the ye  

requirements 

pp 

petitive produ  

y. This helps 

red for longer  

c osil has also i nn  

l cost of owns  r owne 

rts etc. Our in  v 

a portfolio of 

tions. With a  dr 

m 

ive to provid e  

a re solar glass 

pability build'  

eet the specifi c  

v 

w 

n g 

a dation and 

safety glass 

products by 

lication for 

ars gives us 

of a wide 

otovoltaic mo 
 

dule customers  

The current installed so lar capacity in India is about 3 7 GW. The Government of India has a 

target of taking the total  installed solar  capacity in the country to 100 GW by 2022 and 300 

GW by 2030. This provides a very large headroom for growth. The  solar power installations 

after remaining at the level of 2019-20 are projected t o  rise considerably to 9 GW and 13 GW 

in 2021-22 and 2022-2 3  respectively by most agencies tracking the  sector. The Atmanirbhar 

Bharat in itiative will also ensure that an increasing proportion of th is growth will come from 

domestic manufacturing of Cells, Mo dules and components like glass. The Government has 

been moving although slowly towards imposition of tariff barriers on solar cells and modules 

since the present safeguard duty will expire by July  2021. Such a  move is a necessity to 

provide a  long-term outlook for risk capital and will definitely promote inve stment into 

manufacturing. This will increase demand for so lar components including solar glass. 

Announcements have already been made by large producers an d  developers like Adani, 

Waaree, Vikram and ReNew for installing solar cell and module manufacturing c apacities of 
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solar glass. 

over the next 

ufacturing as 

3-4 years in  

the mood in 

m 

ponents like  

12 GW which are expe ct  

been a rise in domesti c 

 dependence on imports in  

resulting in higher dem  

e 

and 

d to come up  

module m  

view of the c  

 for local co  

an 

m 

ultiple phases .  

the country is 

ll these develop  all for Atman' 
 

ubhar Bharat. A  

There has 

to reduce 

ments are 

pending with the Director General, Trade Remedies for 

September however the 

The company’s applicat ion is currently 

levy of countervailing duty. This was to be decided 
 

by the mid-o f 

 concerned  authority has decided to take an extension till the middle 

decision will help the c ompany in controlling margin  

going forward. 

of December. A positive 

compression and gaining market share 

The company had rece ntly increased its capacity from  210 tonnes per day to 450 tonnes per 

day. As I have shared with you earlier, given the lar ge potential fo r  growth that we envisage 

for the solar industry a nd for us as a component supplier to the ind ustry, we have decided to 

install new  capacity of another 500 tonnes as a brownfield project at our factory in  Bharuch. 

The shareholders have approved raising  of funds to the tune of Rs. .500 crores. The company 

will be meeting the pr oject cost by a mix of equity, debt and int ernal accruals. The exact 

composition will be kn own in the next few months. The project is expected to come into 

production  in 18 months of achieving a financial closure. As p er current targets we are 

planning to begin produ ction by the first quarter financial year ‘23. 

During the second quarter financial year ‘21 we have stepped u p  production on both the 

furnaces and put in efforts to maximize the tempered  glass produc tion by further optimizing 

the utilization of our p rocessing facilities. We have some more s cope to enhance  the glass 

production  as well as te mpering by further optimization. We are also incurring a sm all CAPEX 

in the third quarter of t he current financial year to increase tempe ring capacity. The selling 

prices which started to recover from end of August have been ruli ng firm in view  of higher 

demand. 
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including of thinner glass  to Europe. With this optimi 
 

sm I will pause here and open the floor to 

questions that you may have. Thank you . 

Moderator:  first question is from the Thank you. We will now 
 

begin the question and answer session. The  

line of Jiten Borecha from 
 

Sequent Investments. 

Jiten Borecha: 
	

My first question is on the margin side. So our margins 
 

have gone u p  on consol basis from like 

around 1 8% to 28% Q -o-Q, so what is the major factor behind this and are the  se margins 

sustainab le for FY21-22 ?  

Jiten Borecha: 

P.K. Kheruka:  

Jiten Borecha: 

In my talk  I had mentioned that the margins in the last quarter of the last financial year that 

means from January t o  March 2020, were 22.5%. The 18.6% margin was an aberration 

because of COVID., We were not per mitted by the G overnment of India to run the production, 

so obviously there was no productio n, but the costs were still there. We still had to pay 

salaries; the furnaces w ere on soak, so we were payi ng for fuel costs and things like that. So 

actually we should be seeing our performance in  this quarter in compariso n  with the 

performance of the last quarter of the last year whic h  as I said was  22.5%. But even in that 

performance of 22.5% there was a gap  of nearly 10 days or so when in the last 10 days of 

March we  were not able  to ship our production and there was a lockdown, so we had to stop 

production. So even that  was not a very  good quarter though we achieved 22.5%. I would say 

that had we run the full  quarter in in Q4FY20, we would probably  have achieved numbers 

fairly similar to what we got in the sec ond quarter of FY21. 

So you are  saying that 28 
 

% kind of margin is sustainab 
 

le for the who l 
 

e year and for next year? 

As far as we can see today it certainly looks sustainab le but as you know nobody could foresee 

the COVID crisis, nobody could see all  of these things. But as we speak today, the 
 

demand is 

very robust and we are having absolutely no proble m  in selling the  glass and we are able to 

manufacture the glass a lmost at capacity. As you saw  we have achieved 91% of o ur capacity. 

So of course, we will continue to work harder to achieve even higher  percentage ra te. We will 

have to see how much better we can do .  

My second question is o n  the revenue side, so just wanted to understand how does our revenue 

model work? So, do we get a direct order from our client? 

We are a  B2B player—I am using the word B2B—because ou r  customer is a module 

manufacturer. Now the module manufacturer orders a  size from us which is a fractional size 

correct to the last milli meter. So, we have cut the glas s  according to that, we have to  temper it, 

we have to pack it according to his requirement and he uses it directly for his production. But 

actually he is using it as a component which is going directly into production. Our order books 

are at a c omfortable level and it has been going on like  this for more than a year now. We have 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

about 1.5 months of orders . 
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Moderator:  

Jay Shah  My first question is what is the percentage of exports  in our total sales and how much do the 

The next question is from 
 

the line of Jay 
 

Shah, an Individual Investor .  

: 

: Jay Shah  

Borosi l  Renewables Limited 
October 20, 2020 

Jiten Borecha: 
	

Can you quantify the number like is it possible to share the number, what’s the order book 

size? 

Our sales in terms of square meter for the last month was about 19 lakh 
 

square meters  or so. So 

about 18. 5  lakh square meters on 2 mm  basis that’s what we sold. S o  the order book  would be 

about 26 lakh square meter. 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

Jiten Borecha: 
	

And we can execute this order in next 1  -1.5 year? 

Ashok Jain: 	 No, these are fairly fast orders. They were to be supplied within a period of 1 to 2 months only. 

We do not have long-term  orders. We get orders on regular basis we keep fulfilling them. 

The orders are by and large repetitive,  so it’s not like  

customers  keep on ordering., So, they place an order 

order, so then we continue to supply. So 
 

it’s always rol  

new people are ordering. Our existing 

then they place the next 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

we supply and  

ling over. 

top 5 or 1 
 

0 players contribute to the net sales? 

P.K. Khe  ruka: 
	

I would say that at the moment our export percentage is about 14 %  but that is also because 

COVID crisis has impacted the funct ioning of our export customers. The top 5 customers 

would constitute roughly  a quarter of our sales. 

Jay Shah  : Do we have any specifi c  

the financial year? 

target to reach  our exports ab  out 25%-30% or anything by the end of 

We don’t have any outs ide pressure. There is no commitment or an ything of that sort that we 

have to meet. There are small commitments which ar e  very small and  which we keep meeting 

those are from advance d  license and al l  that. And at the moment the domestic demand is very 

strong, so  we are not chasing export business. 

Do you think the EBITDA margins would be sustainable in the coming quarter like  as far as I 

know the raw material prices have increased quite a l ot compared t o  Q2. So, do you think we 

can pass on those costs 
 to the customers and we can maintain the margins just for the coming 

quarter? 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

P.K. Khe  ruka: 
	

I think ye  s, we can maintain the EBITDA margin. 

Ashok Jain: So, for us  we have committed for the raw material prices for the whole year and these prices 

were renegotiated around the COVID time. So, the prices have been fixed alre ady for the 

entire financial year. S o  we will be able to control our cost for this financial year. Going 

forward i t  depends on the  market situat ion and in case we need to in crease our costs  a little bit, 

there cou ld be an impact the next finan cial year. 
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ruka:  We are going according 

funds. So 

this matter  

advisors who are helping us to raise the 

it does look like in the next few months we should be coming to some conclusion on 

. 

to the advice of our financial  

Borosi l  Renewables Limited 
October 20, 2020 

Moderator: 
	

The next question is from 
 

the line of Naveen Bothra, an 
 

Individual Investor. 

Naveen Bothra: 
	

My question is regarding you said that in the power and fuel co st there was some credit 

reversal in  this quarter, s  o how much is that one? 

P.K. Khe  ruka: 
	

It is Rs 1 .26 crores which also includes  part amount for this quarter and part for the previous 

quarters. The entire amount would be ab 
 

out 1% or so of EBITDA. 

Naveen Bothra: 
	

That includes both the quarters? 

P.K. Khe  ruka: 
	

Actually more than two quarters, it is for four quarters. 

Naveen Bothra: 
	

As regarding the further tempering CP AEX in Q3, how  much will be  the amount re  quired and 

what benefit we can get in the coming quarters? 

Naveen Bothra: 

So current capacity of te mpering is les s  than what we need. We had one line which was earlier 

dismantled because we had a more efficient line installed. Processing certain type  of glasses 

can be easily done on this line. These  small glasses which don’t have certain challenges that 

processing  large sizes have. So, we will be re-commissioning this line in November and the 

expenditure expected is about Rs 3 crores. That w ill allow us to temper and sell higher 

volumes of glass. 

And as regards the fund-raising plan and expansion plan, in the AGM it was said 
 

that most 

likely it will be coming with the plans in this Board meeting, so I think it is getting delayed by 

2-3 months or in between the quarters we will be an nouncing the expansion and f 
 

undraising 

plans? 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

P.K. Khe  

Moderator:  

Utkarsh Somaiya: 

Ashok Jain:  

Utkarsh Somaiya: 

Ashok Jain:  

The next question is from 
 

the line of Utkarsh Somaiya  , an Individual 

I just wanted to continue on the previous question  

sustainab ility of margins. I get that you will sustain 

 sustain the  cash flows generated in the first half of FY2  

Our cash flow is fairly simple and straight because our  

customers  remains the same and we should be able  

cash-flow. We are able t o  control both our debtors and  

So, this quarter we can a  ssume a steady  state cash flow  

Yes. 

one of the 

your margins  

1? 

payment terms  

to control and e  

Investor. 

participants asked about 

but will you be able to 

arn our normal  

to the vendors  and to the 

quarterly 

inventories. 

generation, correct? 
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Pricing of  solar glass was quite low in  the month of  May-June and  July as the Chinese and 

Malaysians were actual ly disrupted w ith the COVID situation and they were cut ting prices, 

they were  giving discounts. After that  the prices have corrected significantly and now the 

prices are ruling firm. S o  the margins we have achieved is with the mix of prices as  prevailing 

in July and August and improvement from August to September. 

So, what is that number, can you please  share that with 
 

us? 

And in the last 5 years can you just give me an idea  what is the highest realizati 
 

on and the 

lowest realization you ever had? 

So, realization has fluctuated between Rs. 97 to Rs.  102. These are numbers on ex-factory 

basis for 1  mm glass. 

So we don’t expect a lo t  of fluctuation  going forward  , so even in the last five years it’s been 

pretty fair, am I right? 

Yes, we believe so, but you never know about the market dynamics. Depending on demand 

and supply situation, the prices may  fluctuate both ways. But as you see, the average 

fluctuation  rate has not been very high for our operations. 

The average selling pric  

customers  and segments ;  

e for our goods for all the customers put t ogether, different kind of 

the average was about Rs. 98 
 

per square meter. 

Borosi l  Renewables Limited 
October 20, 2020 

Utkarsh Somaiya: 
	

And I didn 
 

’t get the number you said for the tempering 
 

CAPEX, can you please repe  at that? 

Ashok Jain: 	 For this  tempering line we will be spending Rs 3 crore  s. 

Utkarsh Somaiya: 
	

So that’s insignificant. 

P.K. Kheruka: 	This is actually the cost  of refurbishing it and bringing it back into  operation. The cost of a 

new line is usually much 
 

more than tha t. 

Utkarsh Somaiya: 
	

This is only a refurbishment? 

P.K. Khe  ruka: 
	

Yes because we already had the line. 

Utkarsh Somaiya: 
	

Just wanted to get an idea on the pricing of solar glass, what is the current pricing? Can you 

please throw some light on that? 

Ashok Jain:  

Utkarsh Somaiya: 

Ashok Jain:  

Utkarsh Somaiya: 

Ashok Jain:  

Utkarsh Somaiya: 

Ashok Jain:  

Utkarsh Somaiya: Just wanted to understand that the global competitors 

 what their  operational metrics are in te rms of EBITDA  

where we stand as again st them? 

that we have, can you just l et us know 

margins, the ROCEs to get a  picture of 
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Ashok Jain:  
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Most part  of competition is from China and these numbers are no t easily available for our 

study and  analysis. The largest player s  are like Xinyi Glass or Flat  Glass have much larger 

capacities  compared to us and their margins are slightly higher in one or two cases. That’s 

what we understand. 

Utkarsh Somaiya: 
	

How high would that be if you can give us an idea? 

Ashok Jain: 	 We wouldn’t know the exact numbers because these balance sheets are not readily available. 

But we hear that their m argins are little better. 

Moderator: 
	

The next question is from 
 the line of Kiran Paranjape, an Individual Investor. 

Kiran Paranjape: My specific question is related to raw material cost, i f  I look at Q4 FY20 which is the quarter 

ended March ‘20, the raw material co st as a percent age of sales was about 28% on a much 

lower sales of about 95 crores wherea s  for this quarter it is 30%. S o, may I know the reason 

why it is going up whereas actual sales have gone up? I was expectin g  the costs to come down. 

And is it due to the so da ash prices and antidumping 
 

duty which government has  placed on 

soda ash? 

Ashok Jain: 
	

As far as we see it, the raw material cost as a percent age of sales is lower than what 
 

it was. So, 

it actually 
 

fell by about 3 
 

% compared to 
 

the previous quarters. 

Kiran Paranjape: 
	

And do you see an impact of soda ash 
 

antidumping duty which government has put in? 

Ashok Jain: 	 We are actually not importing from those countries  which are go ing to be affe cted by the 

Government’s recent order which is a llowing them to  charge provisional duty for 6 months. 

The final decision is yet to come as far as our knowl 
 

edge goes and we are not importing from 

those countries. So, to that extent we will not be impacted. 

Moderator:  

Vipul Shah: 

Ashok Jain:  

The next question is from 
 the line of Vipul Shah, an Individual Investor. 

I just want to know what 
 

is our installed 
 

capacity and what was our production in this quarter? 

Our installed capacity i s  450 tonnes per day of solar glass. That is the gross melting capacity 

and we produced about 421 tonnes per day during the quarter. 

Vipul Shah: I am little confused, here you are giving the capacity by weight 

Kheruka made presentat ion, he used the  term in square  millimeter on  

how should we consider your capacity?  

but generally when Mr. 

2 mm thickness basis, so 

Actually, 

answer is 

when the 

efficiency  

production  

in the glass industry typically when people are asking questions on capacity, the 

usually provided in terms of tonnes per da y. and that figure remains constant. Now 

customer asks for a certain size or a certai n  thickness which might have a different 

level which will be able to generate a certain manufacturing effi ciency, the 

square meters might come down or it mi ght go up. So, if you wish to  know the 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  
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answer in 

would be 

that sense, I would say that it 

 the capacity in a rough basis p  

would be about 67,000 square meters on a 2  

er day. 

mm basis 

Vipul Shah: 
	

So, we are 
 

incurring further CAPEX of Rs 500 crores if I heard you correctly? 

P.K. Kheruka: 	Yes, that’ 
 

s right. 

Vipul Shah: 
	

So that will be completed 
 

by when? 

P.K. Khe  ruka: 
	

We have written 18 months from the date that we start. 

Vipul Shah: 	 But we are  not generating 
 

that much cash, so all will be debt funded? 

No we have written that. It could be a combination of 

 final conclusion about the means of funding and we are  

to raise the cash which i s  required for this project. 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  debt or equity. We have not  come to a 

quite confident that we should be able 

Ashok Jain: 	 Partly internal cash flows will also be used for the project but tha t  will not be a significant 

portion. 

P.K. Khe  ruka: As you correctly said that will not be enough to fund 

want to do  it. So we may  have to raise money one way  

the project within the short time that we 

or the other. 

Vipul Shah: 
	

And what 
 

is our principle  raw material apart from soda  ash? 

P.K. Kheruka: 
	

Sand, silica. 

Vipul Shah: We must be supplying this to solar panel manufacturers, so their condition is not good. Most of 

the solar panel is imported from China  that is what I have read from  the press. I may not be 

correct on  this. So how is the financial health of the p anel manufacturers to whom you supply, 

so you don’t see any payment difficulties in the collections? 

On a standalone basis if there was no g overnment support of any kind  then we would have had 

an issue with the production of solar modules in In dia. However, Government of  India has 

given certain orders wh ich are meant for panels which are made i n  India, so it i s  called the 

domestic content requir ement. There i s  a scheme for  domestic content requirement for such 

solar panels which are used in specific applications which are government related. 

business is there on that and therefore there is steady stream of business coming in  

orders which the government is procuring and therefore business is continuing. 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

So enough 

from such 

solar cells Ashok Jain:  Generally  when you tal k  of high imports in solar, it is a  combination of modules and  

which gives an impression that the imports are almost  75%-80%. But all these cells are being 

used in India to make modules. India i s  actually not importing 75% of module requirement. It 
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should I get in touch with  if you can tell  

dy, whom the call if I want to touch base with somebo  

me? 
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could be 

additional  

again req  

from the g  

u 

o 

Vipul Shah: 
	

And lastly  you said prices had crashed in month of April and May and it rebounde d 
 

to Rs. 97 

per square  mm, so in April and May prices had crashe d  to which leve l? 

Ashok Jain: 
	

The international prices dropped by about 15% but there are only certain manufacturers who 

import in India. Not all the module manufacturers import glass. Som e  of our customers depend 

100% on us. Another s et depends partly on import and partly on us and there are very few 

who depend entirely on imports. So, our 
 

impact has been limited t o  those who are  importing 

glass and with other customers we did not have to re duce the prices so much. So, the average 

impact was about 5% to 6% on the whole. 

Vipul Shah: 
	

My last question about the technology  ., Have we developed this in-house or have  we got a 

license from some international? 

P.K. Khe  ruka: 
	

It’s all in-house. 

Vipul Shah: 
	

So what is our R&D exp  enditure per annum? 

about 50%. T  

ly the governm  

ires domestic a  

vernment’s s i  

h 

ll 

de 

T  remaining 

ent has come  

y made mo  d mo 

 to increase 

is the kind of 

the domestic output of modules and reducing  

ules and solar 

50% modules are being m ade in the country. Now 

up with manufacturing link ed tenders for 7  GW. That 

cells. So that promotion 

imports. 

it. A lot of R&D is done on  R&D expenditure I will have to fish for  

we are manufacturing the glass we take certain steps 

things, so  that usually goes in the cost of production 

R&D. 

the fly which means while 

to change certain things and  do certain 

only. It does not necessarily show up in 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

Ashok Jain: 
	

But the furnace’s technology has been imported. 

The technology in terms  of the glass composition and  all is ours but the different equipment 

that we are using in the production of glass, they are supplied by people who are sp  ecialists in 

that thing because we are  not machine makers, we are the glass make rs. 

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

P.K. Kheruka: 
	

You can  take an e-mail ID  akj@borosil  .com. 

Moderator: 
	

The next question is from  the line of Naveen Bothra, an 
 

Individual Investor. 

Naveen Bothra: In the last  call we had di  

plant sight, so if you can  

cost? 

the solar roof-top of which w e  are going to install at our 

update and throw more light on that prop osal and how much it will 

scussed about  
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Ashok Jain:  

So, what will be the IRR  

stated some of power and  

expecting from this Rs 11  

much it will be beneficial to 

crore investment as you 

the company? 

Naveen Bothra:  which we are  

fuel cost, how  

This is a capital-intensi ve industry where asset turnover is close to 

around that. 

1:1. So it is going to be Ashok Jain:  

Borosi l  Renewables Limited 
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Yes, so we are going ahead with the 2 .5 megawatts of installation at our site which is partly 

roof top and partly on the ground and this will cost us something li ke Rs 11 crores  as per the 

estimate. The work on the ground has  

short-listing of the supp liers is going on and we hope  

three weeks or so. And after that the work will start. 

not started, the quotations 

to award the 

have been received. The 

contract in this project in 

Ashok Jain: 
	

As per our  calculations the payback would be between 
 

4-4.5 years and 
 

it’s more than 
 

20%. 

Naveen Bothra: 
	

Last que stion – are there any other one-off expenses in this quarter which have  not been 

expended in the earlier quarter? Like the director’s remuneration which was approved in the 

AGM, so is there an impact on this quarter or no impact? 

Ashok Jain: 	 You are talking for Executive Chairman? 

Naveen Bothra: 
	

And directors which was  approved in the AGM so wh ich may have been booked in 
 this quarter 

only not in  the first quar ter, so any one-off impact of that one? 

Ashok Jain: 
	

No nothing of that sort is 
 

there for the previous quarter. 

Moderator: 
	

The next question is from 
 the line of Bhushan Patni, an 

 

Individual Investor. 

Bhushan Patni: 
	

I have some questions, what will be your working capital cycle be li ke 
 

? 

Ashok Jain: 	 In number  of days it is ab 
 

out 55 days. 

Bhushan Patni: 	 No, going forward? 

Ashok Jain: 
	

Going forward it will b e  slightly lower because we do not have to duplicate everything, so 

maybe around 50 days o r  so. 

Bhushan Patni: 
	

And what 
 

will be your maintenance CAPEX this year? 

Ashok Jain:  Maintenance CAPEX has many facets in this industry, there are 
 

lot of items which are 

consumables, so we keep that separate . Maintenance CAPEX as such would be a bout Rs 50 

lacs per month. 

Bhushan Patni: 
	

And your  asset turnover 
 

for that 500 crore CAPEX that you were talking about what will be 

the asset 
 

turnover for th at? 
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Bhushan Patni: 

Ashok Jain:  
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And your CAPEX actually I saw in this half year you 
 

have spent 6 crores if I’m not wrong in 

purchase of machinerie s  , so it will continue or it wi ll be like what  was for that? It was for 

maintenance CAPEX, p  artly for mainte nance CAPEX partly for som ething else? 

Routine CAPEX keeps happening in this industry. As we speak, we have ordered for grinding 

line and washing line. So Rs 10-12 crores per annum is generally routinely spent on the 

upgradation and balancing of the equipment. This is common in this industry. 

Moderator:  

Utkarsh Somaiya: layers entering  this space 

The next question is from 
 

the line of Utkarsh Somaiya  , an Individual Investor. 

Given that demand is so robust, do you envisage any other domestic p  

and if that 
 

happens do you see it as a problem for our company? 

Ashok Jain:  

Utkarsh Somaiya:  

Ashok Jain:  

Well you see we are a free country in India. A lot of people can make glass and who do make 

glass. So,  there’s always possibilities that somebod y  else will enter the field. But even if 

somebody  does, frankly speaking we h ave spent so much of sweat and blood trying  to get this 

act together it’s been very-very difficult. And I think it is not easy fo r  someone to come in and 

establish themselves. You see like in the pharma business where anything you do you have to 

keep on supplying it takes 1 or 2 years for people to  approve your product. Solar  glass also 

takes a long time for a customer to approve a particular product. But finally th ere will be 

competition with everything in the world. I think that we are placed to meet any kind of 

competition for we have  a very economical cost of production which  will be very difficult for 

any competitor to match. 

As we speak, we are already competing  with imports. The share of imports is much higher than 

ours actually. So, ther e ’s competition  already and those imports are coming by way of 

subsidized  costs. A competitor who s ets up industry  in India will not have acce  ss to those 

subsidies. So, if he does come and he makes glass similar to us, in all probability we will have 

a lower cost of production. So, that’s where our USP lies that we are there as a first mover, we 

have costs  in control and  we have relations which we  nurtured over last 10 years in domestic 

as well as  export marke ts. So, competi tion may come and is welcome. It will push to improve 

further. 

And it’s been a while since we’ve heard about anti-dumping duties and counterva iling duties 

and it’s just not come through. Do you personally fee l  that it is going 
 

to come through? What 

is your opinion on this?  

Yes, the preliminary findings were announced, a gainst countervailing duties on 12th  of 

September, 2019. Generally speaking within one ye ar of that the authority disposes off the 

application finally. Now  this time around because of COVID i mpact they have  taken an 

extension in many cases  including ours, for 3 month s. They have now set a dead line of 12th  

P.K. Khe  ruka:  

December 
 

to decide on the matter. But what finally happens in the matter is not in our control. 
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Ashok Jain:  In busine ss we are alway  

can always be optimistic 

s optimistic and that’s the reason we grow  and we take risks. So, we 

but the final de  cision is not in  our hands. 

I think his e-mail is akj @borosil.com. 

that you have in mind, you can explain  

lot better than any margin  at any time in  

If you can send him an email with a specific number 

it but general ly the margins this quarter is definitely a 

the past. 

capital days. You mention ed 
 

the sustainable number 

first half, we op  erated at 83 days. So was 

an aberration or what? 

Yes, in the first half there  was the COVID issue was there initially a nd 
 

then... 

Just another question on  

would be 

that just  

50 to 55 days  

your working  

and if I am not wrong in the  
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It is the prerogative of DGTR and we h ave to wait for 

completed, the hearings have been complete and now 

see continued imports, o r  

the decision. The entire proce ss has been 

they have to take a call. Do they want to 

they want domestic manufacturing to incre ase, it is their call. 

Utkarsh Somaiya: 
	

Are you optimistic? 

Utkarsh Somaiya:  I just have one last bookkeeping quest ion. Other participants asked about your gross margins 

in Q1, so I had a question regarding the  same. The sales were in Q1 ,  our sales were  54 crores 

and we had a gross margin of 82.5% and in the current quarter sales are 114 cro res and we 

have a gross margin of 70%. I just wanted to understand why is it that the gross margin has 

reduced? Even though the operating margin has gone up so is it that you have reshuffled 

expenses from raw mate rial cost to operating expenses  or what is it? 

Ashok Jain: and nature of operations 

you’re not 

No, we have not changed anything. It is the nature of the industry 

which plays a role in these numbers because if the fixed costs are c  

able to produce, then you have lower margin and if 

have higher margins. Because the fixe d  costs remain 

out more production and  sales. 

you produce t o  

the same and y  

ontinuing and 

the maximum  then you 

ou are actual ly churning 

Utkarsh Somaiya: 
	

Exactly why I’m wondering on a higher  sales you have 
 

lower gross m  argin. 

P.K. Kheruka: 	I mean our margins are higher this year in this quarte r  than any time 
 

before, so which margin 

are you saying you’ve seen which is a lower margin? 

Utkarsh Somaiya:  

Ashok Jain:  

P. K. Kheruka: 

Utkarsh Somaiya: 

Sunil Roongta:  

I’m talking about Q1 the  previous quarter the operating margin is obviously much higher, but 

the gross margin is 82.5 %  in Q1 and r ight now it’s 7 0% and a maj or component is  change in 

inventory  . So can you just please throw some light? 

The inventory valuation is one thing w hich will play a  role because inventory is va lued at less 

than selling price so that  will of course be playing a role in the overall margin. If you have any 

specific ...  
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place. We just 

o that is how it  

need to install 

is. 

P. K. Kheruka:  
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In the first quarter there was no move ment of anything. So, obviously the stocks were lying. 

This first half year, particularly because of the first  quarter, cannot be the ben chmark for 

anything actually. What  we see in the  second quarter is more sensible or it’s closer to the 

reality that we are exper iencing now with two furnaces. Whatever w e  see now can reasonably 

be expected to be seen going forward. 

Utkarsh Somaiya: 
	

Because in FY19 and ‘20 we have had higher working  capital days, s  o hence I just was asking 

how come we from ...?  

P. K. Kheruka:  The fina ncial year ende d  

old furnace that we had  

issues with the quality and after that we  

2.5 months. Meanwhile a  new furnace  

so the year ‘19 -20 has gone by  stabilize, 

March 2020; 

, the SG1 that 

we have to remember that there were two things. The 

was at the fag-end of its life , we were having certain 

had to shut it down for a co mplete rebuilt that took us 

that had started  production in June took its own time to 

a with a lot of  difficulties, let 
 

’s put it that way. 

Moderator: 
	

The next question is from 
 the line of Ramakrishnan V from Equity Intelligence. 

Ramakrishnan V: 	This CAPEX of Rs 50 0  crores where  you are doubling the capacity, whether it  will be a 

Brownfie ld or a Greenfi eld expansion  and the land an d  all other things are in place? 

P. K. Kheruka:  Yes, it’s going to be a Brownfield exp  

the people  are in place, everything is in 

part of the  buildings are in place also. S  

ansion. The lan d, power, wa ter everything is in place, 

the entire prod uction line, 

Ramakrishnan V: 
	

So these 5 
 

00 crores of c  ost will be onl y for that furn ace and the lin es, whatever y ou have to 

build? 

P. K. Kheruka:  Some uti lities will be t here because now this will n eed more furn ace oil, more LPG, more 

everythin g, more electri city, so we wil l  have to expan d  our electrica l  yard. We will have to do 

quite a few things. So, the additional cost will not be what it was for the settin g  up of the 

second line. So the second line we could use a lot of existing infrastructure but all the 

infrastructure we had, has now all be en utilized completely. So w e  will have to build fresh 

infrastructure but that means doubling things that we already have. So it’s not th e  same like 

installing a new one. 

Ramakrishnan V: What is 
 the reason for going for a doubling capacity instead of 50% increasing  gradually 

increasing 
 

because this is a slightly volatile industry because you have an order book only for 

1.5 months  and that kind  of a thing. So what is this sp end, if you can throw some light on that? 

P. K. Kheruka:  See, right  now we have been studying the import fig ures for the last 3 years. So the imports 

figures are  quite steady  and there is a robust program by the Government of India to  encourage 

the production of modules in India and  modules cannot be made without glass. S o  therefore, 

we see that the demand is going to b e  there and if the demand is there and we are going to 

increase production, we expect to be the people who  would be able to sell the glass to the 

customers  rather than somebody else. The other thing  is that right now as we speak, India is 
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using all vehicles which  are running on diesel and p etrol whereas every automotive industry 

projection  is talking about the electric vehicles in a very-very big way. So what is likely to 

happen around the world  and certainly in India also; people will be having a garage in which 

they will be installing a solar rooftop and they will have a battery i n  

daytime the battery is going to be charged up with solar energy and 

comes back to the garage it is going to 

pack for our telephones 

happening. So according  

doubling of capacity that  

the garage so during the 

in the night when the car 

be charged fr om that battery .  Just like we use a power 

to recharge our phones, something similar will happen, we see that 

to us the demand for solar at this mom ent is far more  than this 

we are envisaging. 

The current actual requ irement is more  than 650 tonnes per day and the glass which we are 

potentially  able to supply after the expansion will be  around this quantity. There  is enough 

room available for our expansion. So whatever glass we manufacture  plus there wil l  be growth 

which is currently running at 30% CAGR for last 3 years. The demand is growing  plus new 

capacities  of modules are  coming like we mentioned in the opening remarks. A lot  of players 

have announced large capacities to be set up in India for module manufacturing. So the glass 

demand is  going to be much higher compared to what it is today. So, whatever we produce will 

be surely and definitely consumed without much difficulty. 

You said that from the financial closure it will take 22 months to t he production to start. So, 

the CAPEX also will be over a period of time or you have to frontl oad that expenses CAPEX 

or it will be a gradual process? 

We have mentioned 18 months’ time. To the second point, whenever  we book any orders, we 

have to pay a certain amount as advance  and for the re  st of it is usually back ended. At the time 

of shipment they encash the letter of cr edit. So that’s more back ende d 
 

than front ended. 

Do you al 
 

so take advances from your customers? 

It’s not the industry norm. Module manufacturers have heavy requirement of working capital 

as it is and if you were to ask for advances it will be further putting  the burden on  them. So, 

generally speaking the advances are not  there, we nee d 
 

to fund it from  our sources. 

Ashok Jain: 

Ramakrishnan V:  

P. K. Kheruka:  

Ramakrishnan V: 

Ashok Jain:  

Moderator: The next question is from  the line of Riddhima Chandak  from Roha Asset Managers  . 

Riddhima Chandak: the, in your opening remarks  that modules 

 continue to clear the modules in a domestic  

on the solar gl ass used by them. So you said 

producers 

tariff area 

My question is regarding as you said 

based in SEZ zones in the country. They  

without bearing any anti -dumping duty 

requirement of the solar glass is approx. more than 65  

caters to the total deman d  of solar glass and how much  

the current 

0 tonnes per day. So how much this area 

is the total imports as of now? 

Ashok Jain:  

Riddhima Chandak: 
	

So imports  you said 60% 
 

now and now you are supplying 40% to the industry. 

Roughly speaking about 
 

70% is import  as of now and 
 

we are supplying about 30% , that is a 

last year figure. Now after  our expansion we are close to 40% and the  imports are about 60%. 
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Riddhima Chandak:  

Ashok Jain:  

Riddhima Chandak: 

So they are buying from 

Partly, small quantities.  

You said 

countries 

us? 

is anti-dump  

like Malaysia 

ing duty laid on the China but  same is with the another that China, there  

you mentioned  and all? 

Riddhima Chandak: So I just, I mean from the knowledge point of view how much is the  

our solar glass price and that imported solar glass price? 

price differenc  e between 

No, we are  not importing . 

The next question is from 
 the line of Vij  
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Ashok Jain:  Yes. 

Riddhima Chandak: 
	

So the module producers  which import  without bearing any anti-dumping duty, so how much 

this portion of the total demand? 

Ashok Jain: 
	

It could be about one-third of the demand. But they are not paying anti-dumping duty or any 

kind of duties but that does not mean they don’t buy from us. So in some small m easure they 

still buy from us. 

Ashok Jain:  No, against Malaysia currently there is no anti-dump 
 

ing duty. We  

countervailing duty on imports coming 
 

from Malaysia on which a 

announced  by the Ministry to concerned  

had applied for levy of 

final decision is still not 

ome by December. authority. We  expect that to c  

Ashok Jain:  For the customers who are importing  

gap in the  price becaus e  they are large 

certain amount of challenge in keeping the prices high  

cases we have definite advantage where  we are higher  

the large buyers because others are sm aller buyers and  

prices could be higher like module prices could be 

applications or tenders or reverse bid 

heavily with the low prices. So they are  

and to whom we are also supplying, there is  not much 

customers as well as we also  need them. S o  there is a 

compared to the landed cost but in other 

by about 8% to 10% compared to what 

they generally  deal with schemes where 

higher. They are not dealing  with grid 

mechanism tenders where they were to compete very 

able to get bet ter prices and they pay us better prices. 

Riddhima Chandak: 	Just a clarification that do we also import anything like any solar glass, do we al 
 

so import? 

Some material like to match the price with the another like Malaysia n  imports. 

Ashok Jain:  

Moderator: 

Vijay Bhayani: 

ay Bhayani from Samyak Financial Consultants. 

My question is that, just taking it forward from the previous person who has asked the question 

but in terms of quantity can you give us, let us say last quarter. How  much solar glass panels 

are actually used in India and then you  can give us a  break up in terms of quant ity imports 

from China, imports from  Malaysia any  other suppliers and quantity supplied by B orosil? Is it 

possible to  get that kind of data please?  
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Moderator: Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen due  to time constraints, that was  

to Mr. P. K. Kheruka for clo sing comments .  

the last question. I now 

hand the conference over  
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total consumption which  

vailable on any  platform. We have some id ea that 650 tonnes was the 

includes the d 
 

omestic production from us as well as the imports and 

e about 70% l  ast year; we were contributing about 30%. So, on that 

the numbers. T 
 

he ratio of imports has gone down in the current year. 

Ashok Jain: 
	

So much of data is not a 

as I said  

basis you 

t he imports w er 

can understan d  

Vijay Bhayani: 
	

From Ind ia apart from u s is there any other manufacturer, supplying  solar glass panels, as of 

now? 

Ashok Jain: 	 No there  a re no any other manufacturers for solar glass. 

Vijay Bhayani: 
	

Now fro m  this you said 70% is from total imports ro ughly, now this  year it is 60%  but out of 

this amo unt can you give us how much will be from C hina and how much from Malaysia? 

We do not have exact numbers but our e  stimate is that about 60% is coming from Malaysia? 

60% of the imports, right? 

Yes. 

So balance of the import coming from China? 

That’s right. 

Yes so 42% of the tota l  is coming from Malaysia, 18% from Chi na and balance 40% from 

Borosil. That is approximately, I will do my math. Now I want to ask you separately, 

differently; let us say if India incrementally installs 1 
 

0 GW of new solar power projects then 

how much 
 

glass panels will be required 
 

in terms of quantity, volume? 

If we go for 500 tonnes a day that would be good enough for the 2. 5  GW. See at the moment 

we are already about 2.5 GW and if we double this ca pacity will become 5 GW of glass. 

No, I am trying it differently. For 1 GW of new so 
 

lar power generation project, how much 

glass will be required? 

You will re  quire about 200 tonnes per day capacity for that, for 1 GW. 

No but 200 tonnes per day also there 
 

I do the math, for 1 GW how many days I should 

calculate? 

Ashok Jain:  

Vijay Bhayani: 

Ashok Jain:  

Vijay Bhayani: 

Ashok Jain:  

Vijay Bhayani: 

P. K. Kheruka: 

Vijay Bhayani: 

Ashok Jain:  

Vijay Bhayani: 

Ashok Jain: 	 You calcul 
 

ate full 365 days.. 
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Moderator: Thank you. On behalf o f  Axis Capital Limited, that concludes this conference. Thank you for 

joining us  and you may now disconnect  your lines. 

ope I have b 

at whatever p 

nce we have 

ast financial 

ch. 

e 
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